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T
he modification of solid surfaces with
lipid monolayers and bilayers, ob-
tained from the spreading of vesicles,

requires careful attention to surface geome-
try and to surface chemistry.1,2 Functionali-
zation strategies are designed to specifically
interact with either the hydrophilic phos-
pholipid head-groups or with the hydro-
phobic lipid tails in order to form different
solid-supportedmembrane architectures.1,3

A prominent example are hybrid lipidmem-
branes,4,5 where the lower mobile lipid leaf-
let is replaced with an immobile hydropho-
bic self-assembled monolayer. To decouple
the membrane from the solid support and
increase the mobility of the lipids, polymer-
cushioned bilayers6�8 or tethered lipid
bilayers9,10 have been developed. Fluid bi-
layer membranes,2,11�15 where a thin water
cushion separates the bilayer from the sup-
port,14,16,17 are typically formed on hydro-
philic substrates such as SiO2

18�20 and other
hydroxyl-terminated surfaces, such as oxygen-
plasma-treated siloxane films21,22 andmixed
self-assembled monolayers containing car-
boxylic acids.23�27

In recent years, as an improvement over
solid-supported membranes (SSMs), pore-
spanning lipid membranes formed on por-
ous substrates have been introduced to
probe the physical properties of lipid mem-
branes and the functionality of different
transmembrane proteins.28�31 Pore-span-
ning fluid membranes32�34 are particularly
attractive since they combine the mechan-
ical stability of SSMs and the advantage of
free-standing lipid membranes providing
two accessible aqueous compartments. Me-
losh and co-workers have recently shown
the long-term stability and sealing capabil-
ity of pore-spanning membranes formed
over 100�1000 nm pores35 by the bubble
collapse technique on Al2O3 and SiO2.

36,37

Many preparations rely on gold�thiol

chemistry to functionalize the porous inter-
facewith alkanethiols, fluorinated alkanethiols,
or phospholipid and cholesterol derivatives
in order to form hybrid pore-spanning mem-
branes.30,38�40 These membranes are hybrid
on the pore-rim surface, that is, composed
of a covalently anchored self-assembled
monolayer and a fluid lipid leaflet atop,
while remaining homogeneous bilayers in
the porous areas. Hybrid pore-spanning
membranes have the advantage of being
easily prepared on porous substrates, but
are considerably prestressed because of the
hydrophobic nature of the pore-rim tethe-
ring.41 By using hydrophilic porous surfaces
obtained through the deposition of SiO2

directly onto a gold surface,32 or directly
using porous SiO2 obtained by lithographi-
cal means,42�44

fluid pore-spanning bi-
layers have been achieved. For generating
pore-spanning membranes following pre-
paration protocols that are based on vesicle
spreading, the surface must be sufficiently
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ABSTRACT Anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) is a porous material having aligned cylindrical

compartments with 55�60 nm diameter pores, and being several micrometers deep. A protocol was

developed to generate pore-spanning fluid lipid bilayers separating the attoliter-sized compart-

ments of the nanoporous material from the bulk solution, while preserving the optical transparency

of the AAO. The AAO was selectively functionalized by silane chemistry to spread giant unilamellar

vesicles (GUVs) resulting in large continuous membrane patches covering the pores. Formation of

fluid single lipid bilayers through GUV rupture could be readily observed by fluorescence microscopy

and further supported by conservation of membrane surface area, before and after GUV rupture.

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching gave low immobile fractions (5�15%) and lipid

diffusion coefficients similar to those found for bilayers on silica. The entrapment of molecules

within the porous underlying cylindrical compartments, as well as the exclusion of macromolecules

from the nanopores, demonstrate the barrier function of the pore-spanning membranes and could

be investigated in three-dimensions using confocal laser scanning fluorescence imaging.

KEYWORDS: anodic aluminum oxide . fluorescence microscopy . fluorescence
recovery after photobleaching . molecular encapsulation . nanoporous substrates .
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reactive so that it induces liposome rupture by vesicle-
deformation in response to strong adhesion, while
simultaneously avoiding the rupture of the pore-
spanning part.42,45 Furthermore, an often understated
challenge is to avoid lining of the pore-interior walls
with lipids,42,46�48 which can be achieved by having a
pore-interior surface chemistry that is distinct from the
pore-rim surface chemistry.
For producing pore-spanning membranes, pore ar-

rays are prepared preferentially in silicon by photo-
lithography.40,42�44,49 Anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) is
of particular interest because cylindrical nonintersect-
ing pores with defined pore diameters of d0 < 100 nm
are easily achieved by anodization without the use of
photolithography. Another advantage is its optical
transparency50�52 when prepared with structural fea-
tures below 100 nm, which allows for fluorescence
microscopy detection of fluorescent molecules within
the pores.53,54 Optical transparency also implies that
refractive index-based techniques can be used to study
changes occurring within the nanopores.52,55�57 How-
ever, for such studies, metals such as gold cannot be
used as they quench fluorescence,58 and significantly
decrease light propagation in thin nanoporous dielec-
tric films, even when trace amounts are incorporated
within these.59 Surface functionalizations that modify
the material with reactive monolayers must be based
on silanes or phosphonates, or alternatively inorganic
oxides deposited by chemical vapor deposition or
sputtering techniques.
In this study, we developed a method that allows

nanoporous AAO substrates to be coated with a thin
hydroxyl-terminated film at the interface between the
nanoporous material and the bulk solution. We show
that these functionalized AAO substrates allow ruptur-
ing of POPC GUVs forming pore-spanning bilayer
patches with laterally mobile lipids. The optical trans-
parency of the alumina substrate enabled us to visua-
lize the entrapment of fluorescent molecules within
the attoliter-sized compartments by confocal laser
scanning microscopy. We expect this setup to pro-
vide a realistic mimic of the plasma membrane�
cytoskeleton framework that allows the incorporation
of functional transmembrane proteins and which will
enable us to establish addressable and tunable (electro)-
chemical gradients across the membranes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pore-Spanning Lipid Membranes on Functionalized AAO. We
used AAO substrates with an interpore distance of p =

100 nm, and pore diameters that were enlarged to d0 =
55�60 nm (Figure 1A, top). The AAO thickness was
adjusted to h = 3.5 or 7 μm (Figure 1A, bottom). To
produce pore-spanning membranes by phosphocholine
lipid vesicle spreading on AAO substrates (Figure 1B),
vesicles have to adhere strongly onto the surface and

then rupture to form a lipid bilayer that is located at the
AAO/bulk interface. However, lipid vesicles adhere
onlyweakly and do not rupture on untreated or plasma
treated (oxygen or argon plasma) AAO surfaces (Sup-
porting Information, Figure S1A) as expected from
alumina substrates.37

This is due to the chemical nature of the AAO
surface, which has contributions from both Al2O3 and
surface incorporated oxalic acid anions.60 Additionally,
the porosity of the AAO substrate (25�30%) decreases
the interfacial interaction area and therefore reduces
the rupture propensity. Chemical surface functionali-
zation of AAO is therefore required to generate a
hydrophilic surface that induces liposome rupture,
while simultaneously ensuring that the substrate re-
mains optically transparent. To generate the required
functionality on the AAO substrates, these were first
silanized with mercaptopropyl-triethoxysilane by gas
phase reaction, followed by treatment with a tempor-
ary thin gold layer (10�20 nm), thermally evaporated
under vacuum. The gold layer served as a protective
mask that prevented the removal of the pore-rim
surface functionalization as reported previously.61

The sample was then treated with O2 plasma for 60 s,
followed by Ar plasma for 60 s, which removed the
organosilane functionalization from the nonprotected
pore-interior surface by both reactive oxygen radicals
and physical ablation,62,63 while the gold-coated pore-
rim surface functionalization remained intact. After-
ward, the gold layer was removed by I2/KI. The sub-
strate was then rinsed, dried, and treated with O2

plasma for about 15�30 s to oxidize the ethoxy- and
mercaptopropyl groups on the pore-rim surface with-
out ablation. The substrates were incubated with
fluorescently labeled (1 mol % Texas Red DHPE) giant
unilamellar vesicles (GUVs) composed of POPC to
investigate whether vesicles spread on such surface
and to form pore-spanning membranes. GUVs have

Figure 1. (A) Scanning electron microscopy images of an
AAO substrate viewed from the top (top image) and the
cross-section (bottom image). The AAO was mounted as a
thin-film on a glass substrate. The layered structure, from
top to bottom, in the cross section is AAO/Cr�Au/adhesive/
glass (glass not visible). (B) Schematic view of a solvent-free
fluid pore-spanningmembrane covering an AAOnanopore.
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the advantage that they are relatively easy to image by
optical microscopy and, upon rupturing, form large
continuous membrane patches with an area of several
tens of square micrometers. POPC GUVs filled with 0.3 M
sucrose sedimented onto the functionalized AAO,
because the outer solution was composed of lower
density PBS buffer.

The process of vesicle attachment and spreading
was followed by video microscopy. Typically, a GUV
approached the AAO surface, then firmly attached and
ruptured. The rupture step occurred within one video
frame (30 frames s�1) and thus could not be resolved in
more detail with our camera (Supporting Information,
Movie S1).

Figure 2A shows the result of the spreading of
fluorescently labeled GUVs on the functionalized por-
ous AAO substrate. We observed two principle shapes
of the planar pore-spanningmembrane patches. While
round and symmetric patches occur, predominantly
asymmetric heart-shaped patches were observed. The
shape is a result of the rupture initiation site that is
either at the top (round patch) of the adsorbed vesicle
or closer to its side (heart-shaped patch), as reported by
Hamai et al.13 In Figure 2B, a typical noncircular patch
formed after rupture near the vesicle's side is shown,
varying slightly from a heart-shape. The initial circular
AAO adhesion area with the POPC GUV is also shown,
and the deformation-induced rupture at the liposome
side leads to vesicle spreading away from the adhesion
area. Owing to the AAO transparency, z-stacks taken
with confocal laser scanning fluorescence microscopy
(CLSM) allowed us to show that pore-spanning mem-
branes were formed, in contrast to membranes lining
the pore-interior. The confocal z-stack image shown in
Figure 2C demonstrates that the fluorescence is only
localized atop the AAO substrate (h = 3.5 μm), indicat-
ing that the membranes were exclusively pore-span-
ning.

We next asked the question, whether the planar
membranes are continuous single bilayers and whether
they experience an area expansion after adhesion and
spreading, that is, whether they are prestressed, a

phenomenon that was observed on hybrid pore-span-
ning membranes attached to hydrophobically functio-
nalized pore rims.41 Area expansion for hybrid systems
occurs due to the excess lipids being displaced by the
immobile hydrophobic functionalization of the pore
rims. For fluid non-tethering hydrophilic pore rims, area
conservation is expected since the bilayer structure of
the GUV is directly reproduced on the porous surface.
The area of a pore-spanning membrane patch, as ob-
served in fluorescence imaging, was compared to the
value expected from the calculated area of a GUV
before its rupture. Figure 3A shows a fluorescence
image of a POPC GUV before and after rupture. An
outline delimiting the size of the final membrane patch
is drawn in white on both images. The equatorial
contour of the GUV prior to rupture is perfectly circular
(left image of Figure 3A). A fluorescent area is observed
after rupture (right image of Figure 3A). For this particular
GUV, we found that the surface area after rupture,
calculated by pixel analysis, was 93 μm2 and agreed
with the predicted GUV surface area, estimated from
the diameter of the GUV, which was 103 μm2. Lipid
membrane surface area was conserved in agreement
with the formation of a fluid bilayer. The error asso-
ciated with the lipid membrane area, for recorded
rupture events by confocal fluorescence, was about
10% between estimated and calculated areas (n = 5).
The error mainly arises from the uncertainty in the
estimation of the vesicle diameter prior to rupture.

To further confirm that continuous planar and fluid
pore-spanning lipid bilayers are formed by this meth-
od, we performed fluorescence recovery after photo-
bleaching (FRAP) experiments. POPC GUVs labeled
with 0.1 mol % of Bodipy DHPE were used to form lipid
bilayer patches on the functionalized AAO. Figure 3B
shows a typical fluorescence recovery curvewith a fit to
the data, following the theory of Axelrod et al.64 An
average mobile fraction of 90 ( 5%, and a diffusion
coefficient of 3.8( 0.8 μm2 s�1 (n = 6) were obtained for
POPC bilayers. The small immobile fraction indicates
that both the top and bottom leaflet of the bilayer are
mobile.1,65 It has been reported that the diffusion

Figure 2. (A) Pore-spanning lipid bilayer patches obtained from the rupture of giant unilamellar POPC vesicles doped with
1 mol % Texas Red DHPE on functionalized AAO substrates. (B) Enlarged view of a heart-shaped lipid membrane patch,
formed by vesicle rupture. The initial contact area of the sessile GUV prior to spreading is denoted by a dotted white line.
(C) Confocal z-stack image illustrating the formation of a pore-spanning membrane atop functionalized AAO (d0 = 60 nm,
h = 3.5 μm). The double-headed arrow shows the AAO thickness, and the thick blue line marks the pore bottoms. Scale bar
also applies to the z-direction profiles.
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coefficients of lipids vary with the nature of the under-
lying supporting substrate; for alumina surfaces Dlipids =
0.6 μm2 s�1 was obtained,36 while this value is greater
on SiO2 surfaces (Dlipids = 1�3 μm2 s�1)25,36,66 and even
greater for giant vesicles (Dlipids = 7�8 μm2 s�1).66 The
diffusion coefficient we obtained for the POPC bilayer
patches is slightly larger than reported values for silica
surfaces. It is important to realize that the limited lipid
reservoir of these patches decreases the accuracy of
the FRAP analysis in determining the diffusion constant
and probably produces the apparent immobile fraction.
The values obtained are therefore estimates, but never-
theless remain reasonably within the expected range
for planar supported bilayers. Considering that the
pore-spanning part of the deposited bilayers most
likely displays a larger diffusion constant (>4�5 μm2 s�1)
in comparison to the lipids in close vicinity to the
surface (<3 μm2 s�1), the average diffusion constant
is expected to be in between both values.

Macromolecular Exclusion and Molecular Encapsulation by
Pore-Spanning Membranes. GUVs of 5�25 μm in diameter
rupture to form pore-spanning membranes that cover
an area of 25�600 μm2. These patches effectively

separate thousands of individual attoliter-sized com-
partments (AAO nanopores) from the outer medium.
Furthermore, the individually covered pores are iso-
lated from each other because of the cylindrical geo-
metry and because of the fact that the AAO pores are
closed at the substrate bottom (see Figure 1A).

To prove the integrity of the lipid bilayer patches,
we investigated whether the pore-spanning mem-
branes exclude macromolecules from entering and
adsorbing on the inner walls of the nanopores. Re-
cently, we showed that avidin adsorbs quickly and
irreversibly on the inner pore walls.67 We used fluores-
cently labeled avidin (Alexa-488 avidin), which adsorbs
electrostatically on the AAO porous surface (Supporting
Information, Figure S2). Pore-spanning membranes
composed of POPC and doped with Texas Red DHPE
were first formed and Alexa-488 avidin was added
afterward. Fluorescence images revealed that in the
regions where pore-spanning membranes were formed,
Alexa-488 fluorescence was absent. In contrast, the
areas that were not covered by a membrane showed a
bright green fluorescence because of protein adsorp-
tion on the inner pore walls (Figure 4A). Figure 4B
schematically depicts the two possible protein adsorp-
tion scenarios: (i) with and (ii) without a pore-spanning
membrane. In Figure 4C, two different focal plane
views are shown, at the top AAO interface with the
bulk solution where the lipid membrane is formed (top
image) and within the AAOwhere no fluorescence was
observed since neither lipids nor proteins were present
within the PBS buffer filled AAO nanopores (bottom
image). The z-projections clearly show that (1) the lipid
fluorescence from the pore-spanning membrane is
located at the top AAO surface only, (2) avidin can
diffuse throughout the depth of the AAO substrate,
and (3) fluorescently labeled proteins are excluded
from entering the pores that are covered by a pore-
spanning lipid bilayer.

Since the pore-spanning membranes served as a
permeability barrier, we exploited their insulating nat-
ure to entrap small water-soluble molecules inside the
pores, which do not adsorb onto the pore walls. Pore-
spanning membranes were produced by spreading
Texas Red DHPE doped POPC GUVs on the functiona-
lized AAO surface in the presence of pyranine dye
(10mM) in PBS buffer. The samplewas then rinsedwith
buffer to remove the pyranine from the solution. Fluo-
rescence images (Figure 5A) demonstrate that in the
regions where pore-spanning membranes were formed,
pyranine molecules remained entrapped within the
pores. These areas show persistence fluorescence after
rinsing for more than 48 h. In areas where the mem-
brane was not pore-spanning but still remained on the
pore-rims, the Texas Red DHPE fluorescence was still
visible, but the pyranine fluorescence was absent
because the fluorophores were removed from the pores
during rinsing. We also collected z-stacks, showing the

Figure 3. (A) CLSM image taken at approximately the center
focal plane of a POPC GUV right before its adsorption and
rupture on hydrophilic AAO. Lipid membrane area after
rupture (93 μm2) is preserved in comparison to the area of
the vesicle (103 μm2) before rupture, which agrees with the
vesicle rupture mechanism leading to fluid lipid bilayers
with continuous double-leaflet structure. Outline of the bi-
layer patch after spreading is shown inwhite on both images.
(B) Recovery curve of a FRAP experiment performed on a
membrane patch obtained from Bodipy DHPE (0.1 mol %)
labeled POPC GUVs. For this curve, the diffusion coefficient
obtained was 4 ( 1 μm2 s�1, with an immobile fraction of
5%. (C) Time-elapsed images of a typical FRAP experiment
showing uniform fluorescence recovery after
photobleaching.
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fluorescence distribution in the vertical direction
across these patches (Figure 5B). The localized fluores-
cence from the lipidmembrane covering the top of the
AAO interface can be observed, independently of the
fluorescence from the encapsulated pyranine dye that
fluoresces throughout the 7 μm thick AAO.

Since the cylindrical pores of AAO are not inter-
connected, each cylindrical pore is physically isolated
from its neighbor. Therefore, the pyranine fluorescence
in the photobleached area with encapsulated pyranine
dye does not recover with time (Figure 5C, Supporting
Information, Figure S3). In fact, fluorescence recovery
was not observed within the bleached pores, even
after 300 s, consistent with the assumption that the

pyranine is localized in individually isolated pores. The
small initial fluorescence recovery observedwas due to
unbleached dyes along the pore axis that diffused back
into the focal plane. Interestingly, the pyranine fluo-
rescence images also show that neighboring lipid
membrane patches are discontinuous, showing inter-
facial faults between them. Each formed membrane
patch corresponds to a single ruptured GUV and the
dye does not remain entrapped in the pores lying at
the interface between those patches.

This observation implies that the membranes in
those regions are not pore-spanning. Membrane self-
healing over those uncovered pores, at the interface
between patches, is prevented by the underlying

Figure 4. (A) CLSM images of AAOwith POPC pore-spanningmembranes (top image: TexasRed filter) that exclude Alexa-488
avidin (bottom image: Alexa-488 filter) from entering the pores. The protein is either excluded (dark) or adsorbed within
unblocked nanopores (green). Pore-spanning membrane fluorescence correlates with the absence of protein fluorescence.
(B) Schematic drawing of the two possible scenarios: (i) pore-spanningmembrane blocks avidin entrancewithin pores and (ii)
adsorption of avidin on uncovered pore rims. (C) Composite z-stack images (total z-distance: 15 μm) of a pore-spanning POPC
bilayer preventing avidin entrance into the underlying pores (black areas). Top image: lipid membrane is located at the
interface between the AAO and the bulk solution, showing both Texas Red DHPE and Alexa-488 avidin fluorescence in the
overlay. Bottom image was taken within the center focal plane of the AAO film, where Texas Red DHPE fluorescence is no
longer observed. Top and right side images are line profiles in the z-direction and clearly show that the membrane prevents
the fluorescently labeled proteins from entering the pores.

Figure 5. (A) 2D confocal fluorescence images of pore-spanning POPC lipidmembranes with pyranine entrapped in the AAO
pores. The green pyranine fluorescence (bottom, pyranine filter) correlates with the position of the POPC membranes (top,
TexasRed filter). (B) 3D z-stack image of themembrane encapsulating dyemolecules within the cylindrical nanopores of AAO
(h = 7 μm). Only membrane-covered pores can entrap the pyranine dye. (C) Fluorescence recovery of the interior of the
bleached nanoporous area filled with pyranine dye. Each nanopore is isolated from its neighbors and therefore, the
fluorescence cannot recover. Inset shows the lack of fluorescence recovery at t = 0, 120, and 300 s (right).
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porosity of the substrate. If a solvent-free pore-spanning
membrane ruptures, its reformation is improbable
since lipids tend to go around surface defects, rather
than covering the pores.68 This is in contrast to what
has been observed for fluid SSMs, where defects are
easily healed by lateral merger of membrane edges,69

leading to uniform surface bilayer coverage. Although
the surface lipid bilayer coverage of the AAO could be
increased by adding a larger concentration of GUVs, a
continuous bilayer over the entire AAO surface was not
achieved because interfacial faults between patches
remained observable throughout (Supporting Infor-
mation, Figure S4 and S5). In fact, the fluorescence of
a neighboring patch did not recover significantly when
the latterwasentirelyphotobleached, unlike in Figure3,
where rapid recovery within a patch is observed.

Impact of Surface Functionalization on Pore-Spanning Mem-
brane Formation. We found that the intermediate gold-
protective step, followed by O2 and Ar plasma treat-
ments, was essential for the vesicles to rupture and
formpore-spanningmembranes. If we applied only the
O2 plasma to silanized AAO samples, vesicles ruptured
forming irregular patches. Confocal fluorescent z-stacks
showed that these irregular domains had lipids that
lined the inside of the nanopores, as well as having
some areas where the lipid membranes remained
pore-spanning (Supporting Information, Figure S1B).
Fluorescently labeled Texas Red DHPE lipids were also
located within the interior of the AAO porous film,
rather than being localized only at the AAO top inter-
face, which was in clear contrast to the pore-spanning
lipid membrane patches shown in the fluorescence
images of Figures 4 and 5. Ar plasma has been shown
to modify surface films by physical ablation, while the
reactive species present in O2 plasma oxidize organic
functional groups. By using both Ar and O2 plasma and
protecting the pore-rim surface with the temporary
gold layer, we believe that the pore-interior silanization
was sufficiently removed, such that the hydrophilic
silanol groups were predominantly on the pore rims.

After removal of the protective gold layer, a short O2

plasma treatment of 30 s was required to ensure that
the organic functional groups on the pore-rim surface,
that is, ethoxy and mercaptopropyl, were oxidized to
silanol groups. This step, prior to addition of GUVs,
ensured that the pore-rim surface became hydrophilic.
Estimation of the contact angles formed by a PBS buffer
drop on silanized glass slides modified with three dif-
ferent ethoxysilanes (mercaptopropyl-triethoxysilane
(SHTES), aminopropyl-triethoxysilane (APTES), or tetra-
ethoxysilane (TEOS)) showed that the surface was
hydrophobic directly after silanization, with a contact
angle of about 80� for all three substrates. After 10 s of
O2 plasma treatment, all three surfaces regained their
hydrophilic character and the water drop wet the
surface with a contact angle <5� (Supporting Informa-
tion, Figure S6). As we hypothesized that all organic

groups are oxidized by the plasma treatment resulting
in a hydrophilic surface, we repeated the selective func-
tionalization procedure of AAO with both TEOS and
APTES and found indeed no difference in the spread-
ing behavior of GUVs on the nanoporous substrate.
This implies that only the silanol groups remain on the
surface and are pivotal for vesicle spreading. In general,
we believe that SHTES was a better choice of silane
because it produces a lower degree of vertical poly-
merization.

To further support the idea that a high density of
OH-groups on the pore rims is required for the vesicles
to spread, we produced an analogous surface functio-
nalization by directlymodifying the pore-rim surface of
AAO with a mercaptoethanol self-assembled mono-
layer on gold (Figure 6). We evaporated 2 nm of Cr and
15 nmof Au ontoAAOwith d0 = 60 nm. Under the same
experimental conditions as presented in Figure 4, POPC
pore-spanning membrane patches obtained from
GUVs, were capable of excluding Alexa-488 avidin, as
shown in the confocal z-stack image in Figure 6. As
gold quenches the fluorescence of the material within
a range of about 15 nm, only material that is further
than about 20 nm from the gold becomes visible. Thus,
the fluorescently labeled pore-spanning membranes
cannot be detected by fluorescence imaging. Contrast-
ing Figure 4 and Figure 6 illustrates the advantage of
using silane-chemistry versus thiol-chemistry on gold
to functionalize the AAO pore rims. An evaporated thin
gold layer decreases the optical transparency, which
decreases the visibility of processes occurring within
the AAO, but more importantly, gold does not allow
imaging of pore-spanning membrane formation and
potential membrane-bound components.70 To make use
of fluorescence enhancement using the gold on the
pore-rims, the fluorophores in the bilayer would need

Figure 6. (A) Pore spanning membranes prepared from
POPC GUV spreading on AAO functionalized with mercap-
toethanol on gold. The membrane excludes Alexa-488
labeled avidin from adsorbing within the AAO nanopores
visible as black patches (experimental conditions as in
Figure 4). Alexa-488 avidin exclusionwas observed but gold
quenched the fluorescence of the pore-spanning mem-
brane. (B) Illustration of the pore-rim surface functionali-
zation obtained by evaporation of 2 nm of Cr and 15 nm of
Au onto the AAO, followed by a mercaptoethanol self-
assembled monolayer.
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to be located sufficiently far away from the metal to
prevent quenching; at least 15�30 nm from the sur-
face using a deposited dielectric thin-film spacer.71 In
fact, Figure 6 shows fluorescent vesicles on top of the
pore-spanning bilayer displaying a slightly enhanced
fluorescence, which is probably due to surface-en-
hanced fluorescence close to the gold surface.

This experiment also shows that differentiating
pore-rim and pore-interior surface chemistries can
contribute to the formation of stable pore-spanning
membranes. We envision that the AAO surface after
the silane-based functionalization scheme (Figure 7A)
has a surface functionalization as depicted in Figure 7B.
The pore-rim surface exhibits a higher density of silanol

groups that facilitates the rupture of phospholipid
vesicles. Given that the pore-interior surface was
exposed to longer periods of plasma treatments,
with both O2 and Ar, the silane functionality was
possibly sufficiently ablated that the surface was less
active toward lipids. The final substrates therefore
behaved similarly to the gold functionalized sub-
strates, but with the invaluable advantage of optical
transparency.

CONCLUSIONS

We presented a method that allowed the prepa-
ration of fluid laterally mobile pore-spanning mem-
branes on optically transparent nanoporous anodic
aluminum oxide (AAO) substrates, with pore diameters
of 55�60 nm, by GUV spreading. The method pro-
duced stable and solvent-free pore-spanning lipid
bilayers separating attoliter-sized compartments. Ow-
ing to the optical transparency of the functionalized
AAO substrates, the encapsulation of material atop,
and more importantly within the porous matrix, could
be readily followed by confocal laser scanning fluores-
cence microscopy. These pore-spanning lipid mem-
branes on AAO isolate the pore-interior chemical en-
vironment of several thousand AAO nanopores from
the bulk solution. The membrane architecture realizes
the desired concept of having two chemically distinct
liquid environments isolated by a lipid membrane,
which allows the investigation of the transport phe-
nomena driven by (electro)gradients across this mem-
brane. Such gradients can be generated simply by
using solutions of different compositions or by trans-
porter proteins. We have shown that the nanoporosity
of the AAO allowed us to optically access the interior of
the pores. This specifically permits not only fluores-
cence detection methods but also label-free techni-
ques such as optical waveguide spectroscopy that
relies on changes of the dielectric function. As the
fluorescence of the lipid bilayers on top of the AAO
substrates is not quenched, also the binding/insertion
and lateral mobility of peripheral and transmembrane
proteins within the lipid bilayer patches can be mon-
itored by fluorescence methods.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Materials. 1-Palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine
(POPC) was purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc. (Alabaster,
AL, USA). Lyophilized Alexa-488 labeled avidin (1 mg) and
2-(4,4-difluoro-5-methyl-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacene-3-do-
decanoyl)-1-hexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (Bodipy
DHPE) was obtained from Invitrogen (Eugene, OR, USA). Texas
Red DHPE was from Biotinum Inc. (Hayward, CA, USA). Oxalic acid
dihydrate was purchased from AppliChem (Darmstadt, Germany).
HClO4 (70%) and H3PO4 (85%) were from Merck (Darmstadt,
Germany). Sucrose and pyranine were purchased from Acros
Organics (Geel, Belgium). Ethanol was p.a. grade (VWR, Germany).

CuCl2 and H2SO4 were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (Germany).
Aluminum foils (0.25 mm thick, purity: 99.999%) were purchased
from Goodfellow (Huntington, UK). Indium tin oxide (ITO) slides
were from Präzisions Glas & Optik GmbH (Iserlohn, Germany). The
UV-curable optical adhesive (NOA 83H) was obtained from
NorlandProducts (Cranbury, NJ, USA).Mercaptopropyl-triethoxy-
silane (SHTES) was purchased from ABCR (Karlsruhe, Germany).
Aminopropyl-triethoxysilane (APTES) was from Fluka (Steinheim,
Germany), and tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) was from Alfa Aeser
(Karlsruhe, Germany). The water used was ion exchanged and
filtered using a Millipore system (Milli-Q System from Millipore,
Molsheim, France; specific resistance R > 18MΩ cm�1, pH≈ 5.5).

Figure 7. (A) AAO functionalization protocol: (1) AAO is
silanized with SHTES, (2) a thin Au layer (protective mask) is
evaporated, (3) the pore-interior surface is ablated using
both O2 and Ar plasma and (4) the Au is removed and the
pore-rim surface is rendered hydrophilic with a short O2

plasma treatment. (B) The final AAO substrates have hy-
drophilic pore rims and most importantly, remain optically
transparent.
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Au Evaporation and Removal. Au and Cr were evaporated on a
Bal-Tec MCS610 evaporator equipped with a Bal-Tec QSG100
quartz film thickness monitor. For the metal layer at the AAO
bottom, 2 nm of Cr and 25 nm of Au were evaporated on the
AAO barrier layer. When Au was used as a temporary protective
mask for functionalization, only 10�20 nm of Au were evapo-
rated directly onto the AAO pores at a high deposition rate of
1.0 nm s�1.

Plasma Treatments. Argon and oxygen plasma treatments
were carried out with a Harrick plasma cleaner (Ithaca, NY, USA),
under high power. The vacuum chamber was flushed with the
desired gas and evacuated with a rotary vane pump for 2 min.
The plasma was turned on and the gas pressure in the chamber
was increased to obtain a faint color plasma. Ar (purple) plasma
treatments were carried out for 60 s and O2 plasma (faint blue)
treatments were carried out for 60 and 30 s; the duration was
calculated using the initiation of the colored plasma as t = 0.

Deposition of AAO Membranes on Planar Glass Supports. AAO films
anodized from bulk aluminum foil were mounted on micro-
scope glass slides using an optical adhesive according to a
previously reported technique.72 Briefly, AAO thin films were
fabricated by electrochemical anodization of aluminum foils,
which were annealed at 500 �C overnight. Al foils were electro-
chemically polished first in a solution of H2SO4 (concentrated)/
H3PO4 (85%)/H2O (1:1:1) at 25 V. Second, the Al foils were
polished in a solution of HClO4/ethanol (1:4, v/v) for 15 min,
0 �C at 20 V. Theywere then anodized for 2 h in 0.3M oxalic acid,
1 �C at 40 V. The alumina was removed with a 5 vol % H3PO4

solution for 2�3 h. Al foils were then anodized a second time for
1.5 h (3.5 μm thick AAO) or for 3 h (7 μm thick AAO). Al was
removed from the anodized Al foil by immersion in 17 g/L CuCl2
in 18.5 M HCl until the AAO became visible and no metal
remained. Prior to Al removal, the AAO side was isolated from
solution by immobilization onto a glass slide and sealed using
epoxy adhesive. Twonmof Cr and 25 nmof Auwere evaporated
onto the barrier layer of the AAO membranes. The metal does
not enter the pores and lies under theAAObarrier layer. It serves
as a useful positioning tool to locate the transparent alumina
using the microscope. Norland 83H adhesive was diluted in THF
(1:10) and spin-coatedonLASFN9glass slides at 20 rpm for 2�3 s.
The Au-coated AAOwas glued, barrier side down, onto the glue
covered glass side and UV-cured for 2 h with a UV hand lamp
(Herolab, Wiesloch, Germany), with both lamps on (λ = 254 nm
and λ = 354 nm, 4 W). The pore diameter (d0) for all AAO
membranes was widened to the desired diameter by etching in
5 vol % H3PO4.

AAO Silanization, Selective Functionalization. AAO substrates were
O2 plasma cleaned for 60 s immediately prior to gas-phase
silanization to increase the surface density of OH-groups. The
glass slide substrates to be silanized were inserted into a glass
staining jar and 50 μL of either SHTES, APTES, or TEOS were
added in a glass test tube, inside the chamber. The container
was covered with its glass cover and sealed using Scotch
vacuum tape (3M, St. Paul, MN, USA), left in the oven at 130 �C
for 5 min to warm, followed by 3 h under continuous vacuum.
The functionalized samples were cooled. Directly after silaniza-
tion (step 1), 10�20 nm of Au were evaporated onto the
substrates (step 2). They were then treated with O2 plasma for
60 s, followed by 60 s of Ar plasma (step 3). The substrates could
be stored for several weeks in this condition. Before use, the Au
layer was removed with I2/KI solution (50 g/L KI, 12.5 g/L I2) for
20�30 s. The substrate was then rinsed, dried, O2 plasma-
treated for 30 s (step 4), and used directly.

Fluorescence Microscopy. CLSM measurements were per-
formed with an upright confocal microscope LSM 710 from Carl
Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH (Jena, Germany). A 63� water im-
mersion objective (WPlan-APO-CHROMAT, N.A. = 1.0, Zeiss) was
used. The z-stack images were obtained by acquiring multiple
confocal x�y focal plane images along the vertical z-direction,
which allow for a three-dimensional image reconstruction. Slices
of about 100 nm thick over a 12�20 μm range were acquired
with an axial resolution of 0.9 μm.

The upright epi-fluorescence optical microscope BX-51,
equippedwith a filter for Nile Red (UMNG2), (Olympus Germany
GmbH, Hamburg, Germany) was used for video microscopy.

A 40� water immersion objective was used (LUMPlanF1 40XW,
N.A. = 0.8, Olympus).

Giant Unilamellar Vesicles (GUVs). GUVs were prepared by elec-
troformation.73 Briefly, 50μL of a 1mg/mLPOPC solution in chloroform
(1mol%Texas RedDHPE)was dried uniformly on ITO slides. The
slideswere left at 64 �C under vacuum for at least 3 h. A chamber
was assembled using conductive copper tape at the ITO slide
edges and a 1 mm thick square Teflon spacer between them
(volume: 1.7 mL) and subsequently filled with 0.3 M sucrose
solution through an opening. The electroformation cycle was
carried out at 12 Hz with voltage increments every 60 s for 3 h:
starting at 0.05 V, followed by 0.01 V steps until 0.2 V, finally 0.1 V
steps until a constant 1.6 V was applied for the remaining
duration. Afterward, a 5 Hz square wave was applied for 10 min.
The osmolarity of the sucrose solution was 0.25�0.30 Osm/L
and was measured with a cryoscopic osmometer (Osmomat
030, Gonotec, Berlin, Germany). GUVs were stored at 4 �C and
used for no longer than 2 weeks. The AAO was rinsed with
ethanol, and then the measuring chamber was rinsed and filled
with 1.5 mL of PBS buffer (20 mM NaH2PO4/Na2HPO4, 100 mM
NaCl, pH 7.2) before adding the GUVs. The heavier sucrose-filled
vesicles sink to the substrate.

For FRAP experiments, 50 μL of GUV suspension was slowly
added to the substrate, incubated for 1 h, and rinsed with PBS
buffer. FRAP experiments were performed with the CLSM setup
on circular regions of interest using POPC membranes doped
with 0.1 mol % Bodipy DHPE. For the Alexa-488 avidin exclusion
experiments, Texas Red DHPE labeled GUVs were added to the
PBS buffer-filled measuring chamber and left to incubate for
30 min. The chamber was rinsed and fluorescently labeled
Alexa-488 avidin (0.25 mg/mL) was added, incubated for 1 h,
and gently rinsedwith buffer. Z-stackswere acquiredwith 1.0 au
setting (1.4 μmpinhole), which reduced the fluorescence signal,
but increased spatial resolution.

For the molecular encapsulation experiments, 10 mM pyr-
anine in PBS buffer was used. 50 μL GUV suspension was added
and incubated for 1 h. After the GUVs were spread, the solution
was rinsed extensively to remove the excess of pyranine dye,
until the background fluorescence disappeared.
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